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BAFPOW NEWS SHEET JULY 2021 

Sadly our meeting at the Holiday Inn for July was unable to proceed due to the delay in the lifting of 
the Covid-19 restrictions. However, we are hopeful that the restrictions will be lifted soon so that we 
will be able to celebrate VJ75+1 in the way we had intended in 2020. Until we hear more we will 
continue to keep in touch with you via email but you are very welcome to contact me and my details 
are at the end of the news letter. 
Looking back to 2019, I remember the BAFEPOW trip that we took to the RAF Cosford Museum on 
an extremely wet day. Our Honorary Chairman, Ron, undertook the guided tour in a mobility scooter 
and he took to driving it like a duck to water. He attracted quite a lot of attention from other members 
of the public who were at the museum that day and many stopped to chat to him when they realised 
that he was a FEPOW. The two tour guides who took us around the museum that day were soon 
brought up to speed by us all on what the history of the War in the Far East was about and why the 
history of it must be passed on to future generations. There is a wall chart in one of the halls that tells 
the events of the RAPWI when RAF FEPOW were repatriated to the UK, many of them, including our 
dear Ron Mockford, were actually repatriated to RAF Cosford itself. Among the exhibits at the 
museum are two different forms of Kamikaze aircraft - one a plane and the other a manned rocket (no 
way back!) There was a lot of discussion about the men who flew them and how they felt about it being 
a suicide mission but it was for the Emperor and therefore, with the aid of the threat of execution if 
they didn’t go and a fair amount of Saki, it was considered an honour.  

On the topic of the Kamikaze pilots who gave up their lives for the Emperor, Margaret Walton has 
very kindly written an item for us about their role in WWII in the Far East:- 

Living Torpedoes 
Having always believed that it was the Japanese who came up with the idea of using human beings to 
pilot torpedoes, to my surprise this is not so.  It is recorded that as early as May 1939 the Polish, after 
Hitler had demanded the Danzig Corridor, a Polish newspaper printed a letter from a man from 
Warsaw asking the Poles to sacrifice their lives for their country.  The appeal spread and turned into a 
patriotic movement.  The Polish Navy created a Bureau of Living Torpedoes and it is assumed that 
they would use these volunteers to man the underwater torpedoes with the aim of destroying German 
warships, 83 volunteers were shown a movie about the manned torpedoes and were told that the Navy 
had 16, each 8 meters long weighing 420 kilos, as Hitler attacked Poland on 1st September 1939, this 
never came to fruition. 

The Germans who had commenced bombardment of England with torpedoes, known as V1’s or 
‘Doodlebugs’ on 13th June 1944, later that summer the German Research Institute developed a crewed 
version which was ready for testing within days and a production line established.  This was the Fiesler 
Fi 103R code named the ‘Reichenberg’, a V1 which was transformed by adding a small cramped 
cockpit at the point of the fuselage which had only basic flight instruments. (Not dissimilar to the 
Japanese bomb.) 
The Leonidas Squadron, was set up made up of volunteers, who were required to sign a declaration 
confirming that they were volunteers and that their roll would entail their death.  Testing proceeded 
but was shelved in October 1944 due to too many problems and at a meeting with Hitler on 15th 
March 1945; the project was shelved after Hitler had been convinced that suicide missions were not 
part of the German 
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warrior tradition.  In 1945 when the Allies were closing in on Berlin, the Luftwaffe carried out self-
sacrifice missions, crashing into bridges and Allied planes in an attempt to protect Berlin.    
As our loved ones learned to their cost, the Japanese Military had deeply entrenched the tradition of 
death instead of defeat, the Bushido code, loyalty and honour until death, one of the primary values of 
the  
Samurai.  In 1890 the Imperial Rescript on Education was passed where students were required to 
ritually recite its oath to offer themselves courageously to the state as well as protect the Imperial 
Family.  It was an honour to die for Japan and the Emperor. 
In October 1944 when the war was looking bleak for the Japanese, having lost in June the Mariana 
Islands, where the Japanese surface fleet virtually ceases to exist, losing command of the air due to 
their Zero fighters being outclassed by the US aircraft and pilots being killed in greater numbers than 
they could train replacements, their aircraft becoming obsolete at a time when their industrial capacity 
was diminishing and with no comprehensive plans to replace its losses, led to the introduction of 
‘Kamikaze’ tactics as they were deemed to be more accurate than conventional methods and could 
cause more damage.  Alongside the aerial Kamakaze they planned for non-aerial Special Attack Units 
including Kairyu (submarines, which were attached and taken towards their target by a mother 
submarine), Kaiten (human torpedoes,) Shinyo (speedboats) and Fukuryu (divers).  
On 17th October 1944 Vice Admiral Onishi decided that he had to protect their oil supplies when the 
Allied forces assaulted Suluan Island in the Philippines, (the beginning of the Battle of Leyte Gulf,) the 
Japanese Navy’s 1st Air Fleet based at Manila was assigned the task of attempting to destroy Allied 
forces, which seemed impossible.  The Japanese Commandant Onishi, decided to form a suicide force, 
the Special Attack Unit, telling the Officers that he didn’t think that there would be any other certain 
way to carry out the operation than to put a 250kg bomb on a Zero (aeroplane) and let it crash into a 
US carrier.  Consequently, Commander Asaichi Tamai approached 23 student pilots to volunteer for 
the special attack force, all of whom volunteered.  Lt. Yukio Seki, an ace pilot, was asked to command 
the force and after a few seconds contemplation agreed, becoming the 24th pilot to be chosen.  It is 
reported that he later said that ‘Japan’s future is bleak if it is forced to kill one of its best pilots … I am 
not going on this mission for the Emperor or for the Empire; I am going because I was ordered to.’  On 
25th October 1944, at the 5th attempt to find the Allied fleet, during an epic battle Lt. Yukio Seki 
managed to sink the Air Craft Carrier, St. Lo.  Of the 889 men aboard, 113 were killed or missing and 
approximately 30 others died of their wounds.  More Kamikaze were sent from Japan and by the end 
of 26th October, 16 US ships had been sunk. At this time, this was the most effective way the Japanese 
could take out the US fleet. 
The fact that the Japanese had only sunk one Aircraft Carrier, allowing the superior US planes and 
pilots to continue obliterating the Japanese forces became a problem, and decided that the Zero 
carrying a 250lb bomb was not big enough. Something new was needed.   

    

In October 1944 they started building Kamikaze glider 
bombers which would be carried within range of the targets by a mother plane. Yokosuka MXY-7A 
Ohka (cherry blossom) Rocket planes which were first deployed in March 1945, launched from 
bombers, which was virtually a bomb (2,600lbs TNT) with a pilot sat behind the war head with 
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joystick and basic implements and supercharged booster rockets at the rear which would increase the 
dive speed to in excess of 600 mph.   Whilst the Japanese were cobbling together their Kamikaze 
aircraft, US Navy aviator Commander John Thach was developing a defensive strategy against these 
aircraft, by establishing air supremacy well away from the carrier force. Combat Air Patrols which 
were larger, operating at 80km from the carriers, with a line of picket destroyers and destroyer 
escorts, which provided earlier radar interception and co-ordination between fighters and carriers.  
Allies also introduced Intensive fighter sweeps over Japanese airfields, bombing the runways using 
delayed action bombs. 
Towards the end of 1944 the British Pacific Fleet used its high-altitude performance naval version of 
the spitfire on combat duties and was instrumental in countering the Kamikaze attacks during the Iwo 
Jima landings.  Allied pilots were more experienced, better trained and in command of superior 
aircraft and had developed techniques to negate the Kamikaze attacks. 
In March 1945 Vice Admiral Matome Ugaki took command of the IJA Fifth Air Fleet and was 
instrumental in deploying hundreds of Kamikaze attacks at Okinawa 
The Battle of Okinawa (March-July 1945) saw the peak of the Kamikaze attacks, focusing first on the 
Allied destroyers on picket duty and then the carriers in the middle of the fleet.  Many Allied warships 
were superficially damaged but no aircraft carriers, battleships or cruisers were sunk.  USS Laffey 
survived 6 Kamikaze attacks and four bomb hits during this battle. 
One thing of note to come from these attacks was the resilience of well-armoured vessels.  US Carriers 
had wooden flight decks whereas the British had armoured decks with the US suffering a much larger 
casualty rate.  HMS Formidable was a case in point.  On 4th May at approx. 11.30am a Kamikaze pilot 
managed to drop a bomb that detonated on the flight deck making a crater 9.8ftx2ftx2ft. A long 
splinter speared down through the hanger deck and the main boiler room coming to rest in a fuel tank 
where it started a major fire.  This was gradually brought under control, the crater in the deck was 
repaired and by 17.00hrs planes were able to land.  On 9th May Formidable was damaged again by a 
kamikaze along with HMS Victorious and Howe.  The flight deck was cleared and flight operations 
resumed in just hours whilst the American’s took a few days or months.  A US Naval officer aboard 
HMS Indefatigable commented ‘When a Kamikaze hits a US carrier it means six months of repair at 
Pearl Harbour, when a Kamikaze hits a Limey carrier it’s just a case of ‘Sweepers, man your 
brooms’.’  Post War the Formidable had to be scrapped as it had suffered so much structural damage 
that it was beyond repair. 
11th April 1945 the Missouri, involved in the Battle for Okinawa, came under attack from a Kamikaze 
that struck the side of the vessel below the main deck. The impact shattered the aircraft, throwing 
gasoline on the deck that rapidly ignited, being quickly suppressed by the crew.  It caused superficial 
damage and the ship remained on station. 
Meanwhile, Ugaki was gathering more aircraft to be used as Kamikaze planes in defence of Kyushu 
(Japans 3rd largest island) where they expected the Allies to invade known as Operation Ketsu-Go.  
On 15th August  
1945 Emperor Hirohito made a radio broadcast conceding defeat.  Ugaki, noting that he had not 
received an official cease fire notice and accepting full responsibility for the failure of the Kamikaze, 
decided that he would fly one last mission in the spirit of Bushido.  Removing his rank insignia, taking 
only his ceremonial sword, climbed aboard a Yokosuka D4Y aircraft, one of three men on board, flying 
to the north of Okinawa where the US were still on alert, intending to commit the final Kamikaze 
attack.  There are no records to say that there was a Kamikaze strike that day, it is surmised that the 
plane was intercepted by US fighters and brought down.  Three bodies were found on the beach 
of Iheyajima Island (the northernmost inhabited island in the Okinawa prefecture).   

Ugaki was posthumously awarded the Grand Cordon of the Order of the Rising Sun. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Ugaki_Matome_final_mission.jpg
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WHICH PHOTOGRAPH FROM WWII IN THE FAR EAST WOULD YOU PUT HERE? 

  

 This would make a really thought provoking poster to promote FEPOW history do you think? The 
words resonate - ‘that never again man will sink to such horror and shame’ So many photos show the 
horror of the 
 lives of those spent as prisoners of the Japanese - you can choose one that you think would fit the bill 
and let me know (Barbara) 

PROPAGANDA - LIES AND BROKEN PROMISES 

Above is a photo of a piece of propaganda that was dropped by the Japanese and it makes difficult 
reading as we know how inhumanely the FEPOW, Internees and Romusha were treated from 
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1941-1945. It is thought that this was dropped to the American forces in the Pacific so it may have been 
after the attack on Pearl Harbour. One only has to think of the ‘holocaust’ that was the Japanese 
invasion of Manchuria and the intense cruelty suffered by the Chinese from 1933 onwards to have 
thought that this propaganda promising guarantees under International Law was not worth the paper 
it was printed on.  

ROLL OF HONOUR 
Horace George Hutley, known as Lyle, passed away on 21/06/2020 aged 104 years. Lyle was a driver in 
the Royal Army Service Corps, 18th Division, 55 Infantry Brigade - to learn more about Lyle please go 
to the page dedicated to him in the roll-of-honour.org.uk 

We Will Remember Them! 

THE VJ DAY GALLERY OF FEPOW 
Great news - the aim to achieve 1000 names of FEPOW and, if possible a photograph, has been 
reached! Hope to have more news about this in August. It was lovely to see so many of our members 
contributed to making it a success. Thanks were sent to Pam and Gail for their hard work in putting 
the collage together, it must have been a lot of work. 

WELFARE GRANTS FOR FEPOW, WIVES AND WIDOWS 
If you need help with a grant towards hospital stays, Nursing Home Costs, alterations to the home, 
mobility aids etc, then please get in touch with:- 
Mrs Margaret Martin, Java Club, by phone:- 01273 424686 or by email:- 
margaretmartin1944@sky.com                
Pauline Simpson, NFFWRA, phone :- 07818599303 or by email:-     
enquiries@nationalfepowfellowship.org.uk 

The BAFEPOW News Sheet is put together and distributed by Barbara James. If you have any items 
for inclusion, please do send them to me.  
If you just want a chat, do ring me, I think we have all missed being able to meet up at our monthly 
meetings during the pandemic.  
Secretary to BAFEPOW:- Barbara James,   Tel: 0121 258 4300 or 07954104857                            
Email: bmjames142@yahoo.co.uk 
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